in the prent papz, the concepts of s-closed sub-spaces, loCd[ly sclosed spaces have been lt[oduced and chardCt[Ized. We have seen that local s-c{osednss is seml-rgulat propetty; the concept ot s-8-closed mapping has been introduced here and the following impo[t=nt ptopertles are establlshed Let X --) be an s-8-closed sur3ectlon wlth s-set (Malo and Nolrl 8i) polnt Inve[ses. Then (d) it iS completely continuous (Ary and Gupta |i]) ad Y is locally compact q -space, then, X Is locally s-closed. g (b)
(Received October 12, 1992 Introduced by Levlne [7. Ganster and Reilly [6] had shown, towards the dlstlnction between these concepts, that every nfnte topological space can be embedded as a closed connected subspace of an S-closed space whlch is not an s-closed space. Nolrl [13] further generalzed S-closed spaces to locally S-closed spaces, in this paper we generalize s-closed spaces to locally s-closed spaces and study s-closed subspaces. Certain possesses that property P so does its seml-regularzation space (X,Ts). A subset A of X Is s-closed [8] (resp. S-closed (Nolrl [II])) relatlve to X or slmply an s-set (resp. S-set) if every cover of A by sets of SO(X) admits a finite subfamlly such that A sclU (resp. A C clU). In case A X and A Is an s-set (resp. Sset), then X is called s-closed [8] (resp. S-closed [14] 
Necessity
The proof as straightforward. A topological space (X,T) is locally s-closed if, Its semiregularlzation space (X,T S) is locally s-closed.
PROOF. Let (X,T) be locally s-closed. Dorsett [4] proved that SR(X,T)=SR(X,T S) and hence a subset A of X is s-closed relatlve to (X,T) iff A Is s-closed relative to (X,Ts). We PROOF. Let A be a closed set in Y. Therefore A is also compact; by Theorem iI, -i f (A) is an s-set n X. Since every s-set is an NC-set and X is T2, by Theorem 2.1 -I of T. Noirl [12] , f (A) is closed and hence f is continuous. [8] ). Slnce U is -I compact and f is an s-@-closed function, by Theorem Ganguiy of the Department of Pure Mathematics, Calcutta Unuerslty, and is also thankful to the referee for certain constructlve suggestion towards the Improvement of the paper. He is also grateful to the University Grants Commission, New Delhi, for sponsoring ths research work.
